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LVL99 is a relentless action platformer about a strange and deadly apocalypse. Inspired by late 80's retro gameplay, but with enough modern tech for today's play. LVL99 is the 2P adventure of two heroes eager to overthrow the Evil King in a Chilean hellscape. LVL99 offers a complete range of melee and projectile attacks to defeat hordes of enemies and
roam the rain-drenched mountains. LVL99 features a variety of upgradeable health, special attacks, and items that can be equipped to your character to help him go where no man has gone before. VOLUME 1: “ATRIUM: DEVIL’S BELL ARCHIPELAGO” LVL99 is a ferocious action platformer about the ultimate quest: free Earth from the clutches of an unholy
dimension brought about by the destruction of the planet’s energy sources. A happy and loving community called the Quelites – a take on Avatar’s Na’vi, the Quelites are a race of indigenous native humanoids who, for centuries, have been fighting off an alien invasion. In the distant past, a rogue group of humanoids from the moon called the Axe Gang
raided the Quelites' Prime Layers and stole the power needed to seal the Chasm of Oblivion. The Quelites awoke from millennia of slumber and went to war, but the Axe Gang hasn’t been seen in hundreds of years. The only indication of their existence is the legend of a cave on the side of a mountain where the Axe Gang can be found on. One day, the Axe
Gang returned to Prime Layers and demanded the Chasm be sealed. When the Quelites refused, they attacked, massacring every native inhabitant in their path. The Chasm is now an endless vortex that spits out unimaginable evil. Now, more blood has been spilled than in the entire war of the Ancients and Quelites, a war that spanned for thousands of
years. The new world has been reduced to ashes and zombies roam the once beautiful landscape. The only survivors of the mass genocide are a frightened tribe of half-animal humanoids called the Umbra. These strange new abominations can only be stopped through the ultimate sacrifices, and the Quelites have found their salvation in a strange, tattooed
offspring. Known as the Umbra Tribe, the Quelites hope to raise the Umbra child to be

Features Key:

10 Levels
Manage Squad
Supply
Manage ammo
Respawn
Play as Light, Medium or Heavy
New Boss levels
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You are a dwarf and you are stuck in a land full of unicorns and dragons. It looks like you might have found a new home, but it's nothing like what you expected. In this fantasy kingdom a vast amounts of magical swords and different kinds of beasts appear out of nowhere. Escape from this dangerous land that is unknown to you and find your way back home.
This new perspective is the main element of this game. Instead of following the standard format of putting blocks one by one and solving puzzles, you need to find out all secrets of this strange world. Be patient, try to understand what is going on. Think, be creative, because the only way you can get back home is to solve puzzles. This is an entertaining
game. Play it and know more about the fantasy world. You can experience it the way you like. KEY FEATURES: - Original story - All new puzzles - Different types of enemies - Many different items - Multiple worlds - 3 different modes to play CONTENT RULES: ALL CONTENT IS COPYRIGHT 2013, FIND THE FOURTH FANTASY CONTENT RULES: ALL CONTENT IS
COPYRIGHT 2013, FIND THE FOURTH FANTASY There’s no age limit to this game. Players are free to use the app without any barriers. This game should be played in a well lit area so you don’t get lost. As part of the game, the use of photos, illustrations and music is permitted. The game is free to play but it allows players to purchase virtual items through
optional in-app purchases. Features: - Unique mind melting puzzle. - Beautiful fantasy world. - 3 game modes. - Simple and easy to play. - Interactive backgrounds. This game may contain some link to different items listed on our website. Please refer to the Agreement if you have any concerns. DISCLAIMER: This game is free to play, but it allows players to
purchase virtual items with real money. Find the Fourth Fantasy™ is the ultimate fantasy adventure game. The player is the valiant sword-wielding adventurer who must explore a world full of mysterious discoveries and fearsome enemies. Solving puzzles and avoiding deadly traps will not be easy, but, if you are careful and clever enough, you will be able to
figure out the way back home. Instructions: - Touch left/right arrows to move. - c9d1549cdd
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*** Features ***- 2 cute animal characters- 9 original levels- Game play can be speeded up with a single tap- Classic puzzle game- 2 difficulty modes- No ads or in-app purchases- Level rankings- Progression speed- There are no ads or in-app purchases- No data collected on gameplay/behaviour tracking- Vision: backgrounds can be turned off and the blocks
are numbered- Vision: the game can be played without reading. (there are visual and audio cues)- Vision: no in game flashing/flickering images.- Hearing: no important audio only-cues.- Cognitive: simple short language.- Cognitive: interactive tutorial. *** Gameplay ***A calm and cute original puzzle game.IntroductionDrop blocks of the same kind on top of
each other to make a match.A match transforms the 2 blocks into a single block and increases its number. So look for the right number and plan your next move.Clear stages to unlock the next one. Each stage has its own challenge.Features- Animal game mode (complete levels)- 9 levels to complete (+ 9 in the difficult mode)- Survival Mode (a challenging
mode that requires quick thinking)- 2 Original songs.- There are no ads or in-app purchases.- No data collected on gameplay/behaviour tracking.Play timeAnimal game mode: about 20 minutes.Survival: 2 minutes on avarage.Accessibility info- Vision: backgrounds can be turned off and the blocks are numbered.- Vision: the game can be played without
reading. (there are visual and audio cues)- Vision: no in game flashing/flickering images.- Hearing: no important audio only-cues.- Cognitive: simple short language.- Cognitive: interactive tutorial. *** Gameplay ***A calm and cute original puzzle game.IntroductionDrop blocks of the same kind on top of each other to make a match.A match transforms the 2
blocks into a single block and increases its number. So look for the right number and plan your next move.Clear stages to unlock the next one. Each stage has its own challenge.Features- Animal game mode (complete levels)- 9 levels to complete (+ 9 in the difficult mode)- Survival Mode (a challenging mode that requires quick thinking)- 2 Original songs.-
There are no ads or in-app purchases.- No data collected on gameplay/behaviour tracking.Play timeAnimal game mode: about 20 minutes.Survival: 2 minutes on avarage.Accessibility info- Vision: backgrounds can be turned off and the blocks are
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What's new:

If you’re reading this post, chances are that you don’t play Destiny, a game based on the faltering juggernaut that is Left 4 Dead 3. There are perhaps a million more persuasive ways to waste time in another timeline or two.
Based on what I’ve already read of the game, though, I think that this is a thoroughly inapt choice of focus for a raft of reasons, not least of which being that the tiny active part of the player community suffers for it. Anyone
might (has mostly decided) ignore the fat little tits of lore that are Destiny’s, but I can’t see how anyone could live without them for longer than it takes a turn to click on a new paper target or light up the current one.
Historically speaking, works of the imagination are a curious thing. In the old days, novels and similar “layers” of written storytelling used to have a singular, solid plain of reality in the center. The plot of the story was
expanded and elaborated in the margins and at the ends of the pages, but (this was the usual case) the narrative itself went forward through a defined time and a consistent experience of space. This was less true in satire,
cartoons, and other forms of art, but in the specific case of novels, the “realist” setting was near-universal and uncontested. It was absolutely the case that Gulliver’s Travels was set in London but its plot was still entirely about
Gulliver traveling through the island to Lilliput and back. Satire, even the most abstract and insane satire, was setting up a critique of or commentary on the reading of such a novel. So too, action and adventure in comics,
board games, and other novels had a pretty well-established ground of reality for the setting of the story to be applied to (War of the Worlds has its Martian invasion, Star Wars has its desert Hoth, scifi has its ringworld, or
whatever). Real Life is our friend. Over time, and in particular in the era of video games, I think that this has had a truly astonishing negative effect on the game culture as a whole. Agents of A Strange Justice is a game in which
the vaunted dream of book-like games set to action has, sadly, been mostly dead-on. Instead, it’s been thrust to a light-speed future where anything goes, hard-wired into
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“Gnosia” is a Social Deduction game, where you have to “break” the other players to reveal the player you’re working with is Gnosia. Of course, in this game, everything is a lie. People are pretending to be someone else, or talking about someone else, telling you who the Gnosia is. You vote in the majority, and the higher the number, the easier it is to
identify Gnosia and put them in cold sleep. However, the more you talk with other players, the more they may decide you are Gnosia. The “Gnosia” is a third-person, social deduction game. In “Gnosia”, you are going to interact with a variety of characters, each of whom has a unique personality. They are not all Gnosia. The goal is to determine who among
them is the real Gnosia. To do that, you must ask the questions and listen to the answers, then carefully analyze what you have learned in your interactions with the characters. Is it possible to determine the real Gnosia? You’ll have to think and talk with them to find out. As you progress through the game, you can unlock new dialogue choices, and with each
dialogue choice, you can bring out certain elements in order to better identify the Gnosia. This game will challenge your intuitive senses, because you will be drawn in by the characters. Each and every character is unique and they have different thoughts, feelings and intentions, and you must work to determine the truth, one step at a time. NOTE: Among
the released characters are four “roles” whose job is to change the minds of the other players with his/her testimony. In “Gnosia”, you will meet more than 20 different types of characters and encounter dynamic events with each of them. Players have a lot of role-playing freedom. Depending on your reasoning, you can: - Be ruthless and ruthlessly guess
who is Gnosia. - Be cowardly and use stock phrases. - Play a kind person and wish for the other players to talk well of you. - Decide to be a friend and get along with everyone. - Use violence or do anything in between. By the nature of this game, we are not able to provide a demo at the moment, but we would like to express our sincere gratitude
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System Requirements For Star Fisher:

[*] Intel Core i5 or higher [*] Intel HD Graphics 3000 or higher [*] 4GB RAM or higher [*] 20GB storage [*] 2GB VRAM [*] Windows 10 or higher [*] NVIDIA GTX 1050 or higher Note: The VR Version is only compatible with NVIDIA GPU. Notice: [*] The game requires 8GB VRAM. If you have less than 8GB VRAM, you can upgrade VRAM
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